Human pose recognition is an important problem in such fields like scene recognition, robotics, multimedia systems an etc. It plays an essential role in full body gesture recognition. The obtained poses can be then used to detect gestures. In gesture recognition it is essential to capture all poses. Because missing some key pose may significantly decrease the gesture recognition accuracy. Most pose recognition approaches use silhouettes extracted from regular cameras that may not bring a favorable pose accuracy or different kind of special costumes that uncomfortable to wear. In this paper we propose to classify poses based on their skeleton appearance. For this we use depth camera called Microsoft Kinect. The main difference of our method is that we add some additional objects that take place in the scene into skeleton provided by Kinect camera. In another words we use an advanced type of skeleton unlike camera can provide. The skeleton can be modified upon the specific pose recognition task by modifying it which in turn increase the pose recognition accuracy. In our work we adopt it for golf postures recognition problem by tracking golf club head. The background of an image is subtracted by using depth image histogram, then we calculate object coordinates using HSV(Hue Saturation Value) color information and image moment. Finally we perform classification using Support Vector Machines. The obtained results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method.
Human posture recognition is an interesting problem in computer vision domain. It have a wide range of different applications for such tasks like Human Computer Interaction (HCI), robotics, surveillance, multimedia systems and etc. Also computer games based on human gestures became popular in recent years.
Human posture recognition plays an important role in a full body gesture recognition. The obtained poses can be then used to detect gestures (Miranda et al., 2012) . In gesture recognition it is essential to capture all poses.
Because missing some key pose may significantly decrease the gesture recognition accuracy. Many of the existing works use only body information such as silhouettes and skeletons to recognize postures while there are also other important objects that are taking place in a scene and which can bring an important information. In this paper we are considering the special case of such situation which is golf playing scene. In golf playing scene golf club head can bring a useful information that can significantly improve the pose recognition accuracy. In figure 1 you can see that sometimes (last two postures on the right) human body pose may be not enough to recognize real golf player posture. And additional objects (golf club head) that are a part of scene can help in such situations.
The task of pose recognition has been addressed in many works. Bo Peng and Gang Qian (Peng and Qian, 2008) used human silhouettes to recognize postures. In their work they performed tensor decomposition and projection using obtained silhouette images and then calculated body orientation coefficient vectors that they used for classification. Similarly, Mohiuddin Ahmad et al. (Ahmad and Lee, 2008 ) used silhouettes information. But unlike in previous study they applied a spatio-temporal silhouette representation to characterize human gestures. As another alternative, many methods have been developed using human body skeleton. A study by (Yoon and Kuijper, 2010) propose using segmented skeletal features to recognize human actions. Later, researchers from International Research Institute MICA (Le et. al., 2013 ) adopted human skeleton provided by Kinect camera to directly recognize postures. Other researchers also used human skeleton in their works (Xiao et al., 2012; Monir et. al., 2012) . One of the significant work in this domain was done by (Raptis et. al., 2011) . They have got high recognition results by using an angular representation of the human skeleton.
In our work we used Microsoft Kinect depth camera which is very popular nowadays. The difference of that camera from others is that unlike other RGB (red green blue) cameras it provides depth information using which we can capture 3D scenes. In our system we firstly separate foreground from the background by applying iterative tresholding method on depth histogram. Then we detect golf club head based on its HSV value and finally calculate its real world coordinates according to camera. The obtained coordinates are added into golf player skeleton so that we get an improved version of it. Next task is to extract a feature set for the classification step. We use the body parts inclination angle values as a feature vector. In the last step we perform a classification of poses by using Support Vector Machines (SVM).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preprocessing
In order to add golf club head into skeleton we have to find its coordinates. For this purpose we have to apply some preprocessing steps.
Firstly we perform background subtraction. In our case we want to eliminate all the unnecessary part from our image in order to make object detection in next step easier. Depth camera makes its convenient to subtract background efficiently. In depth image each pixel demonstrates not color information but rather how far it stands from camera. We convert depth measurements from the depth image provided by camera into byte data type in the range 0-255 so (1) where k is the number of bins. Obtained histogram gives us clear picture of body and its background. The problem now is to separate two given peaks from each other. We do it by firstly calculating approximate initial threshold level which will be used then in the next step. We find initial threshold level by firstly applying mean filter to the obtained histogram graph. Then we find two peaks in the graph and then calculate their average which will be approximate initial threshold value. Peaks can be found by using such ready functions in matlab like findpeaks(). The next step is to refine the threshold value. It could be done by the method proposed by T.W. Ridler and S. Calvard (Ridler and Calvard, 1978) . The overview of this method is demonstrated in figure 4 . The main principle here is to use our previously found initial threshold value as a first value of switching function f(s) which separates digitalized image signals (pixels) into background and object according to threshold value. In other words those signals that are below threshold value are considered to be foreground and others background. When the whole image has been separated a new value of threshold is calculated again as an average of background and foreground values. Then f(s) is calculated again using new value of threshold and all this process repeats several times until threshold remains unchangeable.
After subtracting background and leaving only golf player with golf club we have to detect club head on the given image. We decided to do it by using its color information. Object detection by color has been addressed in many works (Vo et , 1996) . In our work we will use OpenCV library for simplicity. The detection will be done by HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) tresholding. We chose HSV because its more natural for object detection by color. Firstly we take an image, convert it to HSV and then divide it into channels. In other words we create four images; one for storing image in HSV format and other three for dividing an image into separate channels H, S and V. Knowing the color we are looking for, we can create HSV threshold values manually, however there are plenty of ready utilities for that purpose for example cvRangeS(). Finally we apply logical operation AND (cvAND(h_range, s_range, v_range)) upon our three threshold images. In other words, we will have white pixels only for those parts which are in all three images simultaneously. Otherwise we will have logical 0 which means black pixel. Next, we find coordinates of golf club. Knowing which pixels belong to object, we can calculate the x and y coordinates of the center of an object on that image. This is done by calculating a weighted average of all pixels which belong to an object (Bunner et 2) where m (x,y) is the mask image at given coordinates.
The last step in getting object coordinates is to transform them into world coordinates. This is performed by the special Kinect SDK (software development kit) method Map Depth Point To Skeleton Point (Depth Image Format. Resolution320x240Fps30, depthPoint), where depthPoint is taken from previously calculated (x,y) coordinates. Finally we get real X and Y coordinates of golf club head which will be used in the next pose recognition section.
Pose Classification
Now having obtained coordinates of golf club head we add it to the skeleton obtained from depth camera and get adapted skeleton for golf pose recognition. In our work we use 2D representation of human skeleton for simplicity (see figure 5 ). Coordinates information can be used as a feature set for classification task but because of that different people have different body sizes it would be better to use inclination angle values of body parts and golf club head which will make the system person independent. It also makes obtained skeleton invariant to the orientation of camera. The angle representations is similar to (Raptis et.al., 2011 ) except that we use only inclination angle values. The joints are divided into first-degree joints and seconddegree. The first-degree joints are those that are directly related to body torso and other joints that are adjacent to first-degree joints are supposed to be second-degree.
We employ SVM (Support Vector Machines) as a classifier (Burges, 1997) . SVM is well known because of its high accuracy and its capability to do a non-linear classification efficiently and work with high dimensional data.
RESULTS
In our experiment we used Microsoft Kinect camera. The distance between camera and golf players was 2 meters. The color of golf club head was black. The application was written on C# .NET (data collection) and matlab (data classification).
We used training data set D={x i ,
, X i ∈R p where l is the size of training feature set, x i is p dimensional vector and y i is one of the predefined posture. All the dataset was manually labeled. We chose 4 key poses for the basic gesture in golf game such as "Back swing" which is initial pose, "Before impact" the moment before striking the ball, "Impact" moment and "End of swing" that is last pose in the gesture. We used about 700 different poses of several different people, 70% of them for training and the remaining 30% for testing. SVM constructs a hyperplane ω.Φ(x)+b=0 which classifies given postures. 
DISCUSSION
In table 1 we demonstrate the result of pose classification experiments before adding golf club head into the skeleton. As you can notice the classification fails for such poses like "Before impact" and "Impact" which is not good because detecting the moment of impact is very important for the following gesture recognition task for example. However in table 2 we modified skeleton and got promising results 89% instead of 63% and 87% instead of 68%.
Generally the obtained results are considered to be high enough results in the field of gesture recognition and are comparable to the works in the related fields. For example (Miranda et al., 2012) and (Samanta et. al., 2012 ) used posture recognition in their studies. They haven't shown posture recognition results in their works but the gesture recognition accuracy results which was demonstrated in the subsequent step and that were high enough shows that the posture recognition accuracy was also almost the same and comparable to our results.
On the other hand, we can compare our work with those whose final aim was pose recognition rather than gesture recognition. The classification of poses through using stereo vision and 3D modeling by Pellegrini et. al. (Pellegrini et. al., 2008) has got almost the same results on average. Lutz Goldmann et. al. (Goldmann et. al., 2004) in their work have got high results (95.59%), but they mention that the recognition of the view in their work is still a problem (77.84%). The studies provided by (Peng and Qian, 2008) , (Le et. al., 2013) and (Monir et.al., 2012) obtained very high results which is in some cases is higher than our results. But they used simple poses like standing, sitting, lying, bending, moving and etc. while in our work some of the poses were very close to each other and thus harder to distinguish. In other words our aim was to demonstrate how additional objects can be integrated into skeleton and thus increase the recognition accuracy.
CONCLUSION
This paper addresses an important task in gesture recognition "Pose classification". We demonstrated that sometimes using human skeleton in order to classify poses may not be enough and we can solve the problem by adding additional objects that take place in the scene. In our work we showed how these objects can be added into human skeleton. Firstly we performed an iterative background subtraction method on the depth image histogram. After that we calculated the coordinates of golf club head on the image and then transformed them into real world coordinates. Finally after getting modified golf player skeleton we used its body parts angle information as a feature set for the SVM classifier. The obtained results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed method. In our work we work only with 2D angle values however the model can be extended into 3D which will allow to capture more complex poses such as human body turnings, also golf club head can also be tracked upon its depth information rather than color (HSV) which will make the recognition independent of lighting conditions. So our next plan is to use 3D representation of poses and continue our work by using it in full body gesture recognition problem.
